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Left: First there were trams, then there were trolleybuses and single-decker
buses using the Hataitai tunnel and soon we might regularly see doubledeckers using it. See page 14. On 30 August 2016, prototype 302 enters the
western portal returning to Kilbirnie depot not in service. The wires may
have gone but someone has been around with a paintbrush!

Front Cover: Fifteen months after the last trolleybus ran in Wellington, most of the former fleet remain stored inside
Kilbirnie depot. On 29 November 2018, two of these, 358 and 373, stand quietly reflecting their future. The only
departures from the depot have been the prototypes 301, 302 and 303, disposed of to The Omnibus Society, 361,
converted to battery operation and 362, the subject of the Wrightspeed experiment. This leaves fifty-five Designlines
with an uncertain future, perhaps more so since Infratil has sold NZ Bus to Australian private equity firm Next Capital.
Please Note: Under the Wires contains facts, views, opinions, statements and other content and links to external websites. Reasonable efforts are made to include accurate and current information but the Editor
makes no warranties or representations as to the accuracy, value or safety of the published items. No liability or responsibility can be taken for errors or omissions.

❸

After a break of two months, UTW returns with a healthy dose of trolleybuses, both past and present and a sprinkling of other bus news.
The main focus of the magazine continues to be a celebration of Wellington’s once great trolleybus network; however other related bus
topics will continue to pepper the pages. The Regional Council may well have been dreaming that the Capital would one day be a city of
battery powered buses. To date we have seen very little to suggest that this is anything more than a pipe dream. Tranzit operates just ten
battery powered double-deckers which seem to be very shy as to when they work and former trolleybus 361 operated by NZ Bus appears
confined to Airport Flyer duties and only in peak hours. Since introduction the battery electric buses (BEBs) have been dogged by charging
issues but recent testing of new equipment could finally solve the “missing in action” aspect of these vehicles – see page 36. If this is the
case it begs the question as to why the BEBs and their charging equipment weren’t tested and evaluated before putting the buses on the
roads. New buses (double-deckers) for Newlands and NZ Bus are arriving in the city but these are more of the same – diesel powered. One
wonders how great the commitment is to reduce emissions and fossil fuel use by public transport in Wellington.
Just a day before Christmas, Infratil announced it had sold its NZ Bus business to Australian private equity firm Next Capital. However, the
sale is still subject to approval by the Overseas Investment Office. NZ Bus currently operates in Auckland, Wellington and Tauranga.
According to its website it is the principal bus company in Auckland, New Zealand’s largest and fastest growing city, serving the region’s
public transport needs with over 480 buses running approximately 1.6 million service trips and 18 million in-service kilometres per annum
and operating approximately 130 routes. In Wellington, New Zealand’s capital city, NZ Bus will own a fleet of over 130 buses running
approximately 0.4 million service trips and four million in-service kilometres per annum, operating on approximately 90 routes. NZ Bus’
primary business is providing urban bus route services through long term contracts with Auckland Council-owned Auckland Transport (AT)
and the Greater Wellington Regional Council (GWRC). Market shares are 36% in Auckland and 28% in Wellington. NZ Bus also began
operations in Tauranga on 10 December 2018. One wonders what interest the new owners will have in fifty-five trolleybuses, withdrawn
fifteen months ago. As trolleybus operation has completely ceased in New Zealand they are only fit for conversion to either battery or
diesel operation. However underneath their ten-year old bodies there are numerous parts, some substantial, that date back to the 1980s
when they were once part of the Volvo trolleybus fleet. On 16 February 2018 news outlet Stuff reported “NZ Bus announced in April 2016
it had signed a $43 million deal to fit a large number of its 1100 buses in Wellington and Auckland – including the capital's now-retired
60 electric trolley buses – with Wrightspeed motors, which operate mostly on rechargeable electric batteries.” Having heard and seen
nothing of 362 we can only surmise how successful that experiment was! Later that year on 14 May Stuff stated “Wellington's retired
trolleybuses could be back on the streets by the end of the year after being fitted with fully-electric motors.” Really? It pays not to get too
excited when it comes to reading bus news -- there is clearly no sign of the above happening in the near future, or possibly at all.
The Bay of Plenty Times reported on 28 December 2018 that “Hundreds of complaints and other forms of feedback have been received by
the regional council since the launch of the new Tauranga and Western Bay bus network – with late buses and route changes two of the
common criticisms.” Does that sound familiar? The Bay of Plenty Regional Council was reported as saying, “The council has monitored the
reliability of the buses using real-time monitoring, and that shows 53.5 per cent have been on time, 19.5 per cent have been late and 27 per
cent have been early.” What with Wellington’s “bustastrophe” in recent months one has to wonder if Regional Councils are the best
placed organisations to run public transport. You can read more on this story at:
https://www.nzherald.co.nz/nzh-search/BOPT/complaints+and+feedback+flood+in+after+launch+of+new+bus+network/1/
NZ Bus-operated services were suspended between 8 and 4pm on 16 January when drivers went on strike to attend a stop work meeting
regarding terms and conditions of their employment. Metlink advised transport commuters: The following NZ Bus routes are cancelled: 2,
3, 12, 14, 18, 18e, 20, 21, 22, 28, 30x, 31x, 33, 34, 35, 36, 81, 83, and 84 between 8am and 4pm. Union secretary Kevin O'Sullivan said
drivers agreed at the meeting to a fare strike from January 28, meaning bus services would operate but commuters would not be charged.
The fare strike action was later withdrawn with the two parties having further talks. See story on page 13.
GWRC Councillor Daran Ponter doesn’t expect any immediate movement on the trolleybus issue. On 9 January 2019, he wrote in a Scoop
article, “The pending sale of NZ Bus to Next Capital means a decision on the trolleys is now likely to be pushed out until the sale is
confirmed and the new owners have their feet under the desk.” More on this story on page 13.
The Metlink “Vomitron” paint scheme holds the upper hand with much of Wellington’s (and its suburbs) fleet, the main exceptions being
some buses belonging to NZ Bus. There are still some examples in Go Wellington yellow; others, transferred from Auckland are operating
in their former colour scheme and there are also some former Valley Flyer liveried buses working the routes. More recently a further nine
ex-Auckland 1400 series M.A.N.s have arrived in the Capital from Onehunga depot. So still plenty of colour on Wellington city streets, but
not for too much longer. NZ Bus is expecting its first batch of double-deckers for Wellington to arrive in late February. They will be shipped
from China, unloaded in Auckland and presumably driven to Wellington. Driver training will then commence and perhaps during March we
may start to see them earning their keep. Meanwhile, advertising is making its presence felt on more and more buses. Not long after the
Tranzurban fleet was launched last July, advertising began to appear on the rear of buses. This has now become the rule rather than the
exception for buses in Wellington, and more recently advertising has started to appear on the side of some of Tranzurban’s doubledeckers. Meanwhile, NZ Bus is making the most of advertising on its commercially operated Route 91 Airport Flyers with over half of its
eleven dedicated Scanias working the Lower Hutt to Airport runs seen with messages on one side or the other. See page 33.
Considering how old the new large fleet of Tranzurban Optares, Scanias and BCIs are (6 months on the road) it is incredible how many
have already suffered panel damage. NZ Bus’ fleet is no better except it’s had years more of experience of it! If you don’t believe me just
look closely next time you see or catch a bus – it’s quite eye opening. And as for the provision of hundreds of bike racks on the front of the
bus fleet... yet another expensive exercise pandering to cyclists who by and large ignore buses and use their bikes as they were intended.
I am still always on the lookout for material for the magazine. If you have a selection of photographs old or new I’d be pleased to look at
them. Also to those who have been on holiday to far-off lands that still sensibly operate trolleybuses it is always interesting to see
photographs of them in operation. In fact anything trolleybus related is of interest - please get in touch.

Alan
THANKS TO THIS MONTH’S CONTRIBUTORS:
Phil Waters, Gunter Mackinger, Brent Efford, Mike Mellor and all those who provided feedback.
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A FOCUS ON 344 - LOOKING BACK AT ITS LIFE, YEAR BY YEAR

Right: 344 new in 2008 and this was the first time I
photographed it, working along Courtenay Place with a
Route 1 to the Railway Station on 30 October.

Left: On 20 December 2009 344 was recorded running down the Crawford Road hill
towards Kilbirnie with a Route 3 to Lyall Bay.

Right: First looks can be deceiving. Although
this appears to be a standard view taken in
Manners Street, it is in fact Sunday 28
November 2010, the day prior to Manners
Street being reopened throughout to all buses.
Earlier that day diesel buses starting using the
street following its transformation as a bus
thoroughfare but trolleybuses didn’t resume until the following day. On the morning of 28 November testing of the new overhead in the
vicinity took place and involved 344, 350 and 374. People at the bus stop look on in no doubt disbelief at seeing a trolleybus on a Sunday.

Left: On 22 December 2011, 344 was
at work on Route 11 duties and in this
photograph is running along Dundas
Street through the small shopping
centre in Seatoun. For three years it
had managed to escape the addition of
advertisements.

❺

Above: A study of 344 in Lambton Quay as it approaches the Interchange at the Railway Station following a run from Aro Street on 28
November 2012. Note the switch and road markings. At this point the overhead separated into two to enable trolleybuses to run into the
appropriate layover area just beyond the Interchange terminus. Many trolleybuses remained ad-free for a number of years following their
introduction but the revenue able to be earned was lucrative for the bus company.

Left: 344 travelling north along Adelaide Road on 26
September 2013 working a city-bound Route 1 duty from
Island Bay.

Below: A rare view of a trolleybus travelling along Jervois
Quay. The overhead was available to use but the driver of
344 had decided to use battery power instead on this
diversionary working on 15 July 2014. The destination
panel shows it as a Route 2 to the Railway Station.
However, the overhead did not lead to the Interchange,
hence the lengthy run on batteries.

Below: On 17 April 2015, 344 was being used for driver training and is seen
turning from Wakefield Street into Taranaki Street on part of the
diversionary loop.

❻

Right: 344 is crossing the junction at
the intersection of Courtenay Place and
Taranaki Street and moving toward
Manners Street with a Route 2 from
Miramar on 7 July 2016. The large offside advertisement would have cost
Huawei several thousands of dollars.

Left: 344 eases past Wellington Cable Car Ltd’s TS1
(Traction Services) vehicle at the Intersection of Rongotai
Road and Onepu Road on 6 July 2017. Damage to the
overhead was being repaired following a dewirement.

Right: 344 didn’t make it until the last day
(31 October 2017) although its exact day of
withdrawal is not known. Trolleybuses
developing faults were often taken out of
service rather than being repaired. This was
my last photograph of the featured bus,
taken at Kilbirnie depot on 10 October.
Together with the majority of its classmates,
344 remains stored at Kilbirnie, fifteen
months later, pending a decision on the
future use these vehicles might have.

❼

A TROLLEYBUS QUINTET AT SANDTOFT
Sandtoft trolleybus museum held its last open day for 2018 on 17 November called Twilight and After Dark Trolleyday. It was a perfect
autumn day and reader Phil Waters stayed until the sun disappeared. He reports that three vehicles were used in service, with
Bournemouth 301 (backed up to SYPTE 2450) also on display. It is hoped these buses will be participating in the 50 Years since Closure
event later in 2019. Everything else was packed away for the winter.

Left: On display only - Bournemouth 301, a Sunbeam MF2B dating from
1962, with South Yorkshire Passenger Transport Executive 2450
standing at the rear.

Right: Huddersfield 619, a BUT 9641T from 1956.

Left: Maidstone 72, a Sunbeam W4 introduced in
1947.

Right: The third and oldest working exhibit at the event was
South Shields 204, a Karrier E4 dating from 1937.

Photos: Phil Waters.

❽

BUSES IN THE MEDIA
Calls mounting for buses servicing Wellington Zoo to be put back
Calls are mounting for scrapped buses to and from Wellington Zoo to be reinstated, after concerns that the reduced schedule is affecting
both the zoo and south Wellington residents. Two all-day routes previously serviced the popular visitor attraction, but were removed in
July when Wellington’s new bus network was introduced. They were replaced with one bus that only runs during peak periods. Zoo chief
executive Karen Fifield has long protested the move, and now a community petition to bring back the services has gathered more than 600
signatures. "Prior to the 2018 bus changes, we had a direct trolley bus service to Wellington Zoo from the [Wellington] Railway Station:
the number 10 during the week, and the number 23 on weekends," the petition, on change.org, says. "Since July, there has been no direct
service to the zoo. Instead, you have to catch a high-frequency bus to Wellington Hospital, then catch a 'feeder' bus from Wellington
Hospital to the zoo..." The connecting bus was also often late, with the next service half an hour away, the petition says. "Another
concern is that people do not use public transport to the zoo, instead using their cars, which in turn adds to traffic congestion." Fifield said
she was told by Greater Wellington Regional Council the new routes were designed to fit in with the new network which was based on
"hubs" - places where commuters transfer from core routes to feeder routes. It had impacted staff who worked outside of peak times and
were no longer able to catch a direct bus home, and she also feared it would impact on visitor numbers. "We're the second most-visited
tourist attraction in the city and we're the only one affected this badly by the buses." Many visitors were taking other forms of transport to
the zoo, such as Ubers, because the bus route was too difficult, Fifield said. Wellington City councillor Fleur Fitzsimons agreed the new
service was not good enough. "It's a major problem that one of our best tourism spots can't now be easily accessed by public transport
during the day. "It's an issue for residents of Newtown as well, who for years had relied on that bus service." A regional council spokesman
said the council was working with zoo staff to sort out the problem. "The council and the zoo are jointly developing some options that will
go to the council for consideration early next year." The council agreed earlier this year to look into discounted bus fares for tourists
visiting the attraction, and a possible shuttle service. It has not been decided where the possible zoo shuttle service will run to and from.
Clearer timetable information will also be provided at major bus stops for journeys to the zoo, Weta Workshop, the Mount Victoria
lookout, and other popular tourist spots. (See page 32 for more on this story.)
Source: Stuff. 30 November 2018.
https://www.stuff.co.nz/dominion-post/news/108987534/calls-mounting-for-buses-servicing-wellington-zoo-to-be-put-back
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Cost beggars belief
Left: Travellers to and from the Zoo
once enjoyed a half-hourly, quiet
electric service. On the 5 October 2017
just weeks before the end of trolleybus
operation, a crowd waits at Newtown
Park to board 371 for a ride back
towards
the
city.
Since
the
“improvements” made to bus services,
those visiting the Zoo now have to
either change services at Wellington
Hospital or face about a kilometre walk
from the Hospital to the Zoo.

Right: Letter to the Editor - Dominion
Post 1 December 2018.

I’ve been waiting for the outpouring
of the bus hub costs ($5m bus hub
blowout provokes disbelief, Nov 27)
but I fear Metlink has simply
exhausted everybody with the scale
of cross-system debacles.
You report transport advocate
Tony Randle as saying, “[at} $2
million per bus hub, it is amazing
how pathetic they are. These are
just bus stops, not bus hubs” (Nov
27). Spot on! And not even good bus
stops.
It beggars belief how they spent
that much money, with their
wonderful extra-cost “design”
features merely helping the rain get
inside and soak the already-scarce
seating.
And then their tactic is also to
close down public social media
debate by pretending to engage
with you personally – with pointless
messages at 6.30am just to further
annoy you. Customer service? Yet to
be detected.
Graeme Buchanan, Karaka Bays

Left: One of the three bus
shelters at Kilbirnie “bus hub” in
Evans Bay Parade. NZ Bus Scania
2208 calls at the inbound stop
used by Route 2 buses from
Seatoun on 30 November 2018.
There is a further stop (just
ahead and out of sight) used by Route 3 services. All
outbound services and feeder buses call at the one shelter
on the opposite side of the road. There are no other
facilities here other than two rubbish bins. Other so-called
“hubs” are similar to this and as the correspondent notes,
“these are just bus stops, not bus hubs”. This particular set
of bus stops is sited some distance from Kilbirnie shopping
centre whereas before they were located close to the
shops. Personally, I cannot see $2 million worth of facilities
that make catching a bus any better than it was.

❾

Problems persist on new Wellington bus network but things generally improving
Driver shortages, lateness, and overcrowding are continuing to cause problems on Wellington's new bus network, almost five months
after it was launched. The latest report into the performance of the new system, launched across the city on July 15, says while things
have generally improved, there are still a number of problems which need to be fixed. Among them are an "ongoing systemic shortage of
drivers", overcrowding which has now extended into off-peak periods, problems with connections at transfer hubs, and lateness especially on the No.3 route between Lyall Bay and Wellington. The Greater Wellington Regional Council report said it was hoped many of
the problems would be resolved once timetable changes and extra buses were introduced on NZ Bus routes from early February. Similar
changes were made on Tranzurban's Wellington routes in November, and had resulted in the number of on-time buses jumping from 90
per cent to almost 98 per cent. Council chief executive Greg Campbell said the driver shortage was a problem affecting bus operators
across the country. "All of our operators have sufficient drivers to run scheduled services, but when there is extra demand or drivers
become unavailable ...we can run short." Campbell told a parliamentary select committee in September he was confident he could bring
Wellington's under-fire network up to an acceptable level by December 1. On Monday, he said the network was "very close" to reaching
the targets he had set. "There have been substantial improvements, particularly in punctuality and capacity. It will get even better next
year with refinements to [NZ Bus] schedules and timetables, which will make a real, positive difference." Sustainable transport committee
deputy chairman Daran Ponter acknowledged several problems remained on the network, but was happy with the improvement overall. "I
think we're starting to see improvements in quite a lot of areas where we said we'd look for those. In many cases, we're now where we
were under the previous network." Changes to NZ Bus routes required extensive negotiation with drivers' unions, so could not be brought
forward, Ponter said. Until then, bus operators would be "fighting a losing battle" to run on time. However, there was also plenty of good
news. For the week of November 19-25, 93 per cent of buses were on time at the first stop, while less than 2 per cent of buses were
cancelled on average since September. Real-time information boards were now almost 98 per cent accurate - an "all-time high". But a sixweek survey of 563 commuters, drivers, and community groups found 33 per cent thought the new network was worse than the old one,
while less than half (45 per cent) said it was an improvement on the old system. Twenty-two per cent said the new system was the same.
Source: Stuff. 3 December 2018.
https://www.stuff.co.nz/national/109037063/problems-persist-on-new-wellington-bus-network-but-things-generally-improving
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Driver shortage and lack of priority lanes hampering Wellington bus network improvements
An ongoing driver shortage and lack of priority lanes will continue to hamper efforts to bring Wellington's bus network up to scratch, the
council responsible for the system says. The new network, which was launched on July 15, is continuing to have problems in some areas
with lateness, overcrowding, and missed connections at transfer hubs. Greater Wellington Regional Council told Parliament's transport
and infrastructure select committee on Thursday that while the network had improved considerably over the past two months, there were
factors holding it back. "We've asked Wellington City Council to help us urgently progress bus priority [lanes]. Without this, frankly,
the operational gains we are making now will only be of secondary value," chief executive Greg Campbell said. The council set itself an
eight-week deadline to bring the network up to standard when it was summoned to appear before the select committee in September. It
said on Thursday the numbers showed the network was now close to where it hoped it would be. But National List MP Nicola Willis was
not impressed, saying close enough was not good enough. The council's figures showed targets for lateness, cancellations, and use of
correctly-sized buses had all been missed, she said. "Given the failure on all these targets, how can you say you've been successful?"
Campbell acknowledged the council had fallen short in some areas, but said he was hopeful that would not be the case when changes
were made to NZ Bus routes in February. The latest report on the network showed 92.8 per cent of buses were on time at the first
stop between November 19 and 25, short of the council's 95 per cent target. Cancellations had averaged 1.3 per cent since September,
above a 0.5 per cent goal, while the wrong-sized bus had been used more than 10 per cent of the time. The council had fined bus
operators a "substantial" amount for not meeting their contractual obligations since October 1, but did not say how much citing
commercial sensitivity. The council said driver shortages were not new and had been a problem for several years. An independent review
of the network overhaul, commissioned by the council, will be released next week.
Source: Stuff. 6 December 2018.
https://www.stuff.co.nz/national/109150413/driver-shortage-and-lack-of-priority-lanes-hampering-wellington-bus-networkimprovements
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

New electric double-decker bus abandons trip after breaking down in central Wellington
One of Wellington's new electric double-decker buses had to abandon its trip after briefly breaking down in central Wellington. The bus,
operated by Tranzurban, broke down on Lambton Quay on Tuesday morning, with passengers forced to get off the bus and wait for
another one. A spokeswoman for the company said the driver was able to "reboot" the bus within about five minutes, before it was
driven back to the company's Rongotai depot. The bus blocked traffic for about 40 metres behind it. A group of pedestrians decided to try
and push start the bus, but were not able to do so, the spokeswoman said.
Source: Stuff. 11 December 2018.
https://www.stuff.co.nz/dominion-post/news/109249341/passengers-push-start-bus-after-it-gets-stuck-in-central-wellington
(A photo of passengers pushing at the rear of the bus illustrated the story).

❿

Go figure – the new bus system is still a disaster
Dave Armstrong
Yay! The bustastrophe is over! It's now five months since the new bus system kicked in and the good news just keeps on coming.According
to the latest GWRC (Greater Wellington Regional Council) report, two new bus hubs have been completed, and almost 98 per cent of
buses are now not cancelled. Capacity exceeds demand by 4 per cent and "correct bus allocation" occurs 90 per cent of the time. Even
better, nearly 93 per cent of buses are on time at their first stop. And since the November reschedule, our good buddies at Tranzurban
have "lifted to a range of 90.2 per cent to 97.6 per cent on-time performance". But wait, there's more. The much-maligned real-time
information service – those electronic boards that wags on Facebook like to post when they're on the blink – has "tracking levels trending
towards 98 per cent". Have our good friends at GWRC and their special friends Tranzit and NZ Bus worked miracles, or is this just typical
PR spin and GWRC bus hub-ris? Last week, morning buses were still being cancelled – notably on the Houghton Bay and Kingston routes –
and cynics noted that at the same time the lucrative cruise ship routes to and from the ferry terminal were working just fine. In a recent
GWRC survey of 563 "commuters, drivers and community groups", a third of them reckoned the new network was worse than the old one,
while 45 per cent said it was an improvement. That contrasts with a survey run by Bus Go Wellington, an advocacy group, of 129
passengers. Sixty-six per cent were not happy with the new network compared with 16 per cent who were happy. National MP Nicola
Willis, hardly an emerald warrior, has found high levels of dissatisfaction with the buses continue. The local list MP surveyed passengers
via Facebook in July and then again in November. Though dissatisfaction has decreased since July, it has done so only slightly (83 per
cent to 81 per cent). Willis also points out that GWRC has not even met its own targets with its latest results, and that it is investing $6
million less in buses than it did before the changes. Hopefully someone will tell the onto-it Willis that it is her beloved neo-liberal Public
Transport Operating Model (PTOM), designed by her predecessor Steven Joyce, that is partly responsible for this incentive to de-fund
public transport. The disastrous system design, however, is absolutely positively the fault of the GWRC. Then again, if a bus company
cancels services, isn't it meant to pay penalties to the GWRC? Though some GWRC councillors remind me more of members of a Probus
morning tea committee than of a crack legal team, they have been telling us that a feature of the tough new contracts they brilliantly
designed are the stiff penalties for cancelled services. As a ratepayer, I would love to know what penalties have been paid and by whom.
Alas, although the GRWC will tell us what is tracking and trending to the nearest decimal point, CEO Greg Campbell, a significant figure in
the GRWC, tells us such information is too commercially sensitive. What? These guys have stuffed up and we should know exactly by how
much. You're worried about their business? I heard a rumour that $300,000 was paid in penalties for the month of September alone. If Mr
Campbell thinks I have my numbers wildly wrong, I look forward to him, or his PR team, setting me right and putting me in my decimal
place. According to the GRWC, which recently fronted again to a parliamentary select committee, a big problem currently is the "systemic,
ongoing" shortage of bus drivers. The trouble is, for those who've lived here a while, this shortage isn't systemic or ongoing. As much as NZ
Bus has irritated me on occasions, and some of its spokespeople need to do a charm course, it paid its drivers well. The staffing problems
only kicked in when all its drivers knew that their contracts were about to end so started taking sick leave. When you realise that most
drivers who switched companies when the new contracts kicked in lost wages, that many regional councillors hate the Tramways Union,
and that one of the bus operators has constantly refused to talk to the union, then the real reason for the "current, unusual and easily
solved" driver shortage becomes clear. There will be a full review by GWRC of the new bus system next year. The biggest benefit of the
new system, as described by its architect, Paul Swain, is the reduction of buses in the CBD. Yet one hears very little about it as the CBD is
crammed with cars. The GWRC has even conceded that it may look at getting rid of some bus hubs if they are found to be ineffective. As I
watch the workers scurrying around trying to complete the very late hospital hub in Newtown, I sincerely hope everyone pulls finger
before February. If the ineffective hubs are decommissioned and removed, it would be nice to have brand new completed hubs taken to
the dump, and not messy, dangerous unfinished ones.
Source: Stuff. 11 December 2018.
https://www.stuff.co.nz/dominion-post/comment/columnists/109227926/gwrc-can-give-us-any-number-of-figures-the-new-bus-systemis-still-a-disaster
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

No knees please: Wellington bus drivers banned from wearing shorts
Some Wellington bus drivers have been yanked from work mid-shift for wearing shorts because of a rule that nobody is owning up to
inventing. Two Go Wellington drivers were told on Wednesday not to come into work the next day because they refused to wear the
uniform long pants to work. Go Wellington driver Trish Fenaughty got pulled in from work and told to go home for wearing shorts. This
meant she was unable to drive the No. 22 bus from Wellington Railway Station to Johnsonville shortly before 3pm on Wednesday, as well
as the return service. It is unclear whether a trouser-wearing driver was able to cover her shift. Before the July 15 overhaul of Wellington's
bus services, drivers could wear shorts, trousers, and skirts if they wanted as part of their uniform. But after the change, only trousers and
skirts were issued. Fenaughty said she disliked skirts, and with the temperature in her bus reaching 26 degrees Celcius on Wednesday
afternoon she wore shorts. "Apparently they are part of [Public Transport Operating Model Rules]. Greater Wellington Regional Council
put together the rules for uniform requirements." Fenaughty said she had received a doctors' certificate saying she was heat-intolerant,
but had been told she would need a specialist to confirm this if she was going to get an exception to wear shorts. Specialists' appointments
were time-consuming to get, she said. Tramways union secretary Kevin O'Sullivan said the situation was "stupidity of the highest order".
"They are sending people home when they are short of drivers." He knew of just one Wellington driver who had managed to get a
specialist certificate to wear shorts due to eczema. But the source of the no-shorts policy is up for debate. O'Sullivan had been told by Go
Wellington that the company was merely enforcing rules handed down by Greater Wellington Regional Council, which oversees Metlink.
But a Metlink spokesman said it had no rule that decreed drivers must wear long trousers. "Our requirements do not preclude shorts; we
ask only that drivers are well-presented, and it is up to the operators to exercise their discretion," he said. "We are not aware of any driver
having been sent home, and if that happened it was certainly not at our say-so ... we have nothing against shorts." But that was news to
Go Wellington, which in a statement on Thursday said that shorts were currently not included as part of the official Metlink uniform.
"Contractually, it's a requirement that drivers wear the prescribed uniform items while operating Metlink services," the company said.
"We're discussing this with Metlink and hopefully a pragmatic solution can be achieved, such as including shorts as part of the official
uniform." O'Sullivan said Auckland bus drivers were told they could wear shorts after a similar stoush a few years back.
Source: Stuff. 13 December 2018.
https://www.stuff.co.nz/dominion-post/news/109313787/no-knees-please-wellington-bus-drivers-banned-from-wearing-shorts
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Wellington Zoo chimpanzee troupe approve of new enclosure
Old Wellington trolleybus poles are part of a new Wellington Zoo enclosure being enjoyed by chimpanzees. The $1.32 million enclosure
opened at the weekend after months of research and construction. The chimpanzees are loving their new habitat, Wellington Zoo
marketing and communications manager Zel Lazarevich said. "They've been busy exploring it and especially like all the extra climbing
structures and ropes, and also the hammocks." Nests at the top of some poles mimic chimpanzee nests that they build in the wild,
Lazarevich said. "All indications from the troup have been positive, and they have been very actively testing out all the new climbing
structures and elements, and expressing lots of positive vocalisations and behaviours." "The habitat has been designed with the purpose
of improving the chimpanzee's welfare, and visitors can expect to see more activity in the habitat due to the increased choices and options
for the chimpanzees." The zoo has 10 chimpanzees - one of the largest troupes in Australasia. In the wild they are widely affected
by habitat loss. Lazarevich said visitors to the zoo liked the new space too. "Many of our visitors have already commented how nice it has
been to see the chimpanzees in their new habitiat." For visitors there was also a new playground which mirrored some elements of the
habitat. Funding for the enclosure was provided by the Wellington City Council and Pub Charity Ltd. The project was also made possible
through the donation of used poles (from the old trolleybuses from the Wellington Cable Car Ltd), ropes (from Centreport and C3) and fire
hoses from the Fire Service.
Source: Stuff: 17 December 2108.
https://www.stuff.co.nz/environment/109410672/wellington-zoo-chimpanzee-troupe-approve-of-new-enclosure

Team responsible for launching Wellington's new bus network not up to the job - report
The team responsible for rolling out Wellington's controversial new bus network was not cut out for the job, an independent review has
found. The new network was launched across Wellington City in July, and caused a number of problems including lateness, overcrowding,
driver shortages, and faulty real-time information boards. Greater Wellington Regional Council, which is responsible for the new network,
commissioned an independent review earlier this year in an effort to find out what it could have done better. The report, compiled by
Australian-based company LEK Consulting, was released on Wednesday. It found the public transport team in charge of the rollout was not
equipped for the job, while councillors had underestimated the impact of the changes. "The collective capability of the public transport
team and dedicated programme team was insufficient for the transformational nature of the changes required," the report said. "The
programme team was proactive in identifying capability gaps, although this was often later than required." The report found the
councillors who signed off the changes did not have sufficient information to make the right decisions. The councillors "did not fully
appreciate programme risks" because the information they were working with was at an "aggregate" level, rather than a local level, it said.
The council also failed to provide realistic expectations for commuters, despite being aware of the significant risks. While new routes,
timetables, and fares were delivered on time, several other aspects such as bus hubs, adequately trained drivers, and sufficient bus fleets
were delayed. That was because the new network was not phased in, there was a lack of route testing, and the council did not have
enough information from bus operators, the report said. The process for awarding operator contracts also failed to identify some of these
"major challenges". However, some operators were not providing accurate information to the council, and some factors were outside of
its control, the report said. While the council offered to help bus companies, some of them did not accept that help. In a statement, the
regional council acknowledged the report's conclusion that its public transport team has fallen short of the mark. However, it also noted
the report said the council had a robust governance structure in place, and several elements of the new
network were delivered on time. It also said it had relied on bus operators to be "forthcoming, timely, and
transparent about their true state of readiness". Council chairman Chris Laidlaw said in a statement progress
was already well underway to fix the problems outlined. That work included analysing available data, working
more closely with operators, and continuing to consult with community groups. "Since July, we have been
listening and working closely with community groups and operators to increase services, adjust timetables,
ensure the right size bus turns up, and provide better data and information to the public, and put things
right." For several months, operator NZ Bus was using buses which were too small on some routes. The report
acknowledged that lateness, reliability, and correct bus size had improved significantly since July, Laidlaw
said.
Source: Stuff. 19 December 2018.
https://www.stuff.co.nz/national/109480095/team-responsible-for-launching-wellingtons-new-bus-networknot-up-to-the-job--report
Left: Letter to the Editor - Dominion Post 22 December 2018.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

New bus network a “substantial challenge” but improving –
independent review
Improvements in Wellington’s new bus services are "ongoing and sustained," an independent review into
implementation challenges of the Wellington City and Hutt Valley network has found. The review, prepared
by Australia-based consultants L.E.K. and released today by Greater Wellington Regional Council and The New
Zealand Transport Agency, describes the introduction of the new network as a complex undertaking, creating
a “substantial challenge.” The simultaneous implementation of new operators with new fleets, drivers, KPIs
and reporting regimes, and a new network with new routes and timetables, new fares and ticketing system
resulted in a number of failures which amplified their effect on customers. The report found that Greater
Wellington had a robust governance structure and processes in place and that a significant proportion of the
programme was delivered successfully and on time. However, the collective capability of the programme
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delivery team at the time was “insufficient for the transformational nature of the changes required”. Aspects of the implementation, such
as bus hubs, a complete new bus fleet, achieving an acceptable standard of real time information, and a sufficient number of adequatelytrained drivers were delivered late or insufficiently. Greater Wellington also relied on operators to be forthcoming, timely and transparent
about their true state of readiness for go-live. Greater Wellington Regional Council chair Chris Laidlaw said progress against the report’s
findings was well under way. The council had already identified many of the issues through its own systems which include performance
data analysis, working closely with operators, and ongoing dialogue with community groups. Cr Laidlaw also acknowledged Greater
Wellington had fallen short on some of the required areas when implementing the new network, and this had caused regrettable
disruption for Wellington City and Hutt Valley bus customers. “Since July we have been listening and working closely with community
groups and operators to increase services, adjust timetables, ensure the right size bus turns up, provide better data and information to the
public, and put things right.” Despite initial issues, the report acknowledged that key performance metrics demonstrate ongoing and
sustained improvement. Punctuality improved from 86% to 93%, reliability increased from 94% to 99%, and correct bus size performance
rose from 66% to 80%. Other areas of attention included initial resourcing and capability. The review found that, while the programme
team identified skills gaps, essential members of the team were appointed later than required which hampered on-time delivery. “This
combination of factors created significant challenge for operators and Greater Wellington to respond to. The decision to go-live in winter
also exacerbated the impact on customers.” The review, commissioned by Greater Wellington and the New Zealand Transport Agency
(NZTA), looked at the implementation of the new network, and not the inherent design and philosophy behind it, or the limitations of the
PTOM provisions. Chris Laidlaw said these aspects will be covered in a later stage of the review.
Source: Greater Wellington Regional Council. 19 December 2018.
http://www.gw.govt.nz/new-bus-network-a-substantial-challenge-but-improving-independent-review/
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Infratil sells NZ Bus to private equity buyers
Infratil has announced it has sold its NZ Bus business to funds controlled by Australian private equity firm Next Capital. The deal is worth
A$218 million ($228m) to A$240m, including a vendor loan of between A$20m and A$30m. "The conditional sale agreement enables NZ
Bus to continue to grow its business and people under new ownership and allows Infratil to focus its investments on its established
platforms, targeting renewable energy, retirement services, and growth in data and connectivity," said NZ Bus chairman Kevin Baker. Next
Capital partners John White and James Murphy said they were excited about re-entering the public transport sector in New Zealand. "We
look forward to the opportunity to continue the NZ Bus journey, partnering with Auckland Transport, Greater Wellington Regional Council
and Bay of Plenty Regional Council to deliver superior public transport outcomes across New Zealand and drive the long-term success of
this iconic New Zealand business." The deal is expected to be completed on about June 30 next year. Infratil has been pondering its future
in buses in this country since losing important contracts. It announced a strategic review of its investment in the business in February. Next
Capital previously owned Go Bus. Infratil acquired NZ Bus in 2005 and has operations in Auckland, Wellington and Tauranga. It has 720
buses and 1400 staff across the country. The sale is conditional on consents to the change in control, Overseas Investment Office approval,
standard material adverse change clauses and full documentation of the vendor loan.
Source: Stuff: 24 December 2018. https://www.stuff.co.nz/business/109587732/infratil-sells-nz-bus-to-private-equity-buyers
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Terrace Tunnel incident 'definitely surprising' for team driving the buses
Keven Snelgrove has helped out in floods and evacuations, but driving under a man on top of a tunnel was a first for the bus industry
veteran. On Thursday, a man scaled the pipes above the Terrace Tunnel in Wellington around midday, closing SH1 and causing a 10-hour
standoff with police. The 31-year-old man was arrested soon after he made his way down, about 10.30pm. He has been charged with
dangerous driving causing injury and possession of an offensive weapon and is due to appear in court later this month. During the
standoff, three double-decker buses - driven by Tranzurban staff, with police officers on board - were manoeuvred into position
underneath the man as a safety precaution. A fourth bus, driven by Snelgrove, was positioned behind the front three. Snelgrove, Tranzit
Group transport and operations director, has been in the bus industry for 40 years and said over that time, he's seen schools evacuated
due to flooding, but yesterday's event was "definitely surprising". "We are always prepared to turn out and help assist our community in
any adverse event." Five experienced operational staff from Tranzurban were called on to lend a hand to police and were supported on
the ground by the officers and company management. "We assisted the police operation by providing part of our double-deck bus fleet
and were happy to do so," Snelgrove said. The Armed Offenders Squad, police negotiators, and dog teams were also called in. District
Commander Inspector Chris Bensemann said the incident became a matter of patience and communication. "I am incredibly proud of the
professionalism, patience and empathy demonstrated by the police staff who safely resolved this difficult and sad situation." The SH1
tunnel was closed after the man scaled the structure, causing massive traffic delays which quickly spread across nearby
streets. The Terrace Tunnel re-opened in both directions late on Thursday.
Source: Stuff. 4 January 2019.
https://www.stuff.co.nz/national/109732833/terrace-tunnel-incident-definitely-surprising-for-team-driving-the-buses
30 August 2016.

Right: Letter to The Dominion Post
14 January 2019.
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A stop to bus use
Re Brakes still on capital’s traffic plans
(Jan 10), the recent bus service
“improvements”
have
certainly
contributed to the brakes on traffic flow.
I once was a bus user but now often
need to use my car instead, and so do
many others.
One example (of many) is the resiting of
the Kilbirnie hub bus-stops so many
shoppers and commuters must cross two
two-lane roads to reach them, and buses
are often held up making a righthand
turn at the busy Bay/Rongotai Rd
intersection.
An obvious choice, and vastly cheaper,
would be to make a short stretch of
Rongotai Rd buses only, then put the
Kilbirnie Crescent North route bus stop
where the temporary one was outside
Pak’n Save. The other three stops could
go back where they were, in Rongotai Rd
near the shops.
This rerouting would make bus travel
more attractive, and wouldn’t majorly
inconvenience private vehicles which
have several route alternatives (unlike
the buses).
So will Greater Wellington Regional
Council please rethink throwing good
money after bad on a covered walkway
that won’t solve the problems, and
consider the above option.
The bus service would then be a better
contributor to good traffic flow, and also
do its bit to reduce greenhouse gases.

Lee Pomeroy, Kilbirnie.

Left: Letter to The Dominion Post 15 January 2019.

Commuters to ride for free as bus drivers agree to a fare strike*
Wednesday's bus driver strike in Wellington has ended, but the drivers' union says there will be more
industrial action later this month. Nineteen Wellington bus routes were cancelled between 9am and 3pm on
Wednesday, affecting commuters between 8am and 4pm as NZ Bus drivers attended a meeting to discuss
their proposed new contracts. The Tramways Union members - of which there are about 200 employed by
NZ Bus - are unhappy at being asked to work part-time shifts, resulting in fewer hours. Union secretary Kevin
O'Sullivan said drivers agreed at the meeting to a fare strike from January 28, meaning bus services would
operate but commuters would not be charged. "Up until recently we've had a pretty good relationship with
NZ Bus, but in recent months there's been a real push from the company to undermine the people who work
there," O'Sullivan said. "If NZ Bus take[s] a sensible approach to part-time shifts, as the members are asking
them to, this dispute will settle." NZ Bus has been approached for comment. A Metlink spokesman said
there had not been a notable spike in complaints about buses during the strike hours, although it seemed
likely a lot of people were inconvenienced. It appeared Wednesday's strike had a greater impact on
commuters than a similar one staged by Tranzurban's union members in October, the spokesman said. On
that occasion, almost 97 per cent of services ran on schedule. "Metlink apologises for the inconvenience and
the impact the strike is having on customers while they make alternative travel arrangements," it said in a
statement earlier on Wednesday. Drivers' terms and conditions were not retained as part of negotiations
overseen by Greater Wellington Regional Council for new bus operator contracts last year. The council's
sustainable transport committee chairperson, Barbara Donaldson, said the decision to strike was
disappointing for commuters. "We continue to urge both parties to come to a resolution as quickly as
possible and we will do all we can to inform customers about the availability of bus services at the earliest
opportunity ... "
Source: Stuff: 16 January 2019.
https://www.stuff.co.nz/dominion-post/news/109955124/wellington-bus-drivers-amid-sixhour-strike-action
*The action was subsequently postponed while negotiations continued between the union and company.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Bus issues: timeliness, capacity, transfers... and route changes
Daran Ponter (GWRC Councillor)
To say that 2018 was a difficult year for Wellington public transport would be an understatement. The new bus network did not roll out
smoothly, with frustrating issues for all concerned: timeliness, capacity issues, transferring etc. Timeliness has however improved
significantly on most routes and should improve further with new timetabling and additional services for NZ Bus routes in early February.
Capacity issues have largely been addressed and will be further improved by a second fleet of double-deckers arriving in February
(Eastbourne routes and routes 3 and 36 in particular). Double-deckers are now running on the No 1 route in weekends to improve
weekend capacity. Our biggest test of the network will be “Mad March” which is when we traditionally have the highest use – so the next
batch of double-deckers can’t come soon enough. Transferring bus to bus is an issue which still requires further work. My focus has been
on revising routes so that transfers are reduced, but there will always be a need for some people to transfer, so we need more focus on a
smooth transition for users. Hubs at Miramar, Kilbirnie and Hospital are now operational. The Hospital stops are a big improvement on
what was there previously and they make access to the main entrance easy again. Along with the NZ Bus route timetable and additional
services in early February, there are some additional changes in the wind:
1. No 14 is being extended from Hataitai to Kilbirnie – public consultation currently under way on some other route changes for this
service
2. Morning and evening peak direct services between Kingston – Vogeltown – Wellington Railway Station have been agreed and are being
timetabled.
3. Direct Wellington Zoo services being worked on.
In addition, work is underway to look at services on the Miramar Peninsula and I have asked for work to be undertaken on reinstating the
No 22 service through the city – the trick here is to find a suitable route to pair the No 22 to (both in terms of frequency, no doubledeckers, and the same operator).
One thing that appears to have been well received is the new fares package – off peak discounts, students’ discounts and free fare
transfers. I will be pushing for NO fare increases in 2019. In addition, the transition for Mana Card users went smoothly (for most) and
these users are now benefiting from the ability to use one card across the bus network, including free fare transfers. On the electric bus
front, the current 10 double-decker trial buses will soon start operating all day, with the assistance of the charging station at Reef Street. I
am pushing for the next order of Transit’s electric double-decker buses to be brought forward (22 more – all fabricated in Tauranga). The
pending sale of NZ Bus to Next Capital means a decision on the trolleys is now likely to be pushed out until the sale is confirmed and the
new owners have their feet under the desk. Later in the year comes the review of the new network – this is where the routes will be
evaluated and further changes potentially made. Good to hear your thoughts on this.*
Source: Scoop. 9 January 2019. http://wellington.scoop.co.nz/?p=115387
*Note: Councillor Ponter invited readers’ comments. He certainly got them! They can be found (as with most stories featured) at the end
of the article.
Left: By the time Next Capital has
its “feet under the desk” the
trolleybuses will have been
stored at Kilbirnie depot for least
20 months awaiting a decision on
their future. This view was taken
on 13 April 2018.
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Metlink says its new bus timetables will improve on-time performance
Metlink is introducing new timetables on 3 February which will increase frequency and improve on-time performance to key routes across
the region ahead of the busiest public transport period in March. A series of customer-initiated service improvements are also being
introduced on 3 February, including: the 23z, a trial service that will run from Wellington Station to Wellington Zoo every hour; the 27, a
new peak service from Vogeltown to the city; and the 14, which has been extended through to Kilbirnie. Greater Wellington Regional
Council’s Sustainable Transport Committee chair Barbara Donaldson says the Council has been listening to resident and community groups
across the region. “It’s important for the Council to show that we are listening to our customers, learning from the past, and taking action
where and when needed to make improvements to the region’s network,” says Cr Donaldson. The Council has also been working closely
with operators to embed the 3 February changes and ensure the transition is as easy as possible for customers. “Our operators know we
are approaching the busiest period of the year with everyone back to school, university and work by the end of February, so we’re
introducing these changes early so we can work together to resolve any teething problems and address capacity issues ahead of time,” says
Cr Donaldson. Six double decker buses will be introduced on some Mana operated services between Johnsonville, Newlands, Paparangi,
Woodridge and Wellington starting 27 January. Additional capacity will be added to NZ Bus operated services with the introduction of 17
brand new double deckers*. The double deckers are scheduled to be in service during the busy period and will be introduced at a rate of
two vehicles a day after they are fitted out with Snapper and real time tracking. Metlink will have staff on the streets at hubs and key stops
throughout the network, helping customers with timetable and bus information during the rollout of the February changes. Customers will
also be encouraged to share their experiences through the Metlink website. Customers are advised to check the Metlink website and app
for the most up to date timetable information before they travel.
Source: Metlink. 24 January 2018.
https://www.metlink.org.nz/news/metlink-introducing-new-timetables-ahead-of-busiest-period/
* Latest information is that the NZ Bus vehicles are still in China and now not due to be off-loaded in Auckland until 24 February.

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

HATAITAI TUNNEL

Left: Towards the end of January 2019 sets of white
lines were painted on the road through the Hataitai
bus tunnel. There has been no official word as to
what purpose they serve but it could be surmised
that they may be there to help drivers of doubledeckers keep to “the straight and narrow”. There is
sufficient room (just) for them to pass through with
approx 50cm either side. It is not known yet which
double-decker (DD) routes might use the tunnel but
it is believed Tranzurban have been using it. When
the NZ Bus DD fleet finally arrives they won’t be able
to use them on Route 2 (which travels this way)
because of the low headroom of Karori and Seatoun
tunnels.
Below: How the tunnel looked shortly after the
overhead was removed in late November 2017.
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“As always, congratulations on another excellent issue of UTW. The
highlights were - The caption on P2 re trolleybus timekeeping. Readers of
UTW will know that due to their superior rate of acceleration, hill
climbing capability as well as the fact that heavy loads do not negatively
impact on performance, it is no surprise that replacing diesels cannot maintain schedules as easily. When diesel buses finally replaced
trolleybuses in my home town of Derby (U.K.) in 1967, frequencies were reduced. P3; Good news from Ferrymead. P4-5; Under the Wires in
San Francisco. It was interesting to read that the ETI/Skodas do not have alternative off-wire power. When I last visited the city in 2004, I
twice saw these vehicles in battery mode. One of these was on The Embarcadero whilst on test. P6-11; By Trolleybus from...Island Bay. P14;
On 5 February 1982...all of the black and white photos. Re the comment on the longevity of 12 - I wonder if any of the new purchases will
still be around in the 2040s? P15-16; A Focus on 343. P17; Switch 446 Remembered. P18; The P15 sign fiasco. P20; Remembering B.U.T. 88.
Page 21; The online comment re the brain surgery story certainly made me . P22; Your comments re the bus hubs fiasco- the following
best sums up how I felt about that! P23; A Trolleybus at Christmas, particularly the middle photograph. P28; A Day Trip to Milan. I have
visited the city three times. Although the wiring is of the "rigid" type, the trolleybuses were driven at high speeds through special work and
around corners - a delight to see. The system was 85 years old on October 28th, and is the oldest in Italy, the second oldest in Europe and
the fifth oldest in the world, after Shanghai, Philadelphia, Lausanne and Dayton. P29; The excellent condition of the two trams at the
Wellington Tram Museum is a compliment to all concerned. The Museum is well worth a visit. Finally, there are three paperback books
available on Amazon, written by Douglas Meriwether, who drives trolleybuses in San Francisco, and is clearly a fan of these vehicles. They
are; The Trolleybus Of Happy Destiny; Finding Zen in San Francisco Transit and The Dao of Doug: The Art of Driving a Bus.” Tom Douce.
“Thanks for printing my letter and photograph. This is the first time that I've had anything printed in a magazine. The rest of my family
reckon that my Uncle Tom has a lot to answer for. They blame him for turning me into a trolleybus anorak!” Jade Douce.
“Thanks for another great UTW. Hope you have a good holiday, it is odd as we plunge into the dark depths of winter to imagine you being
into summer. What a neat piece from Phil Waters about San Francisco, we were there then, funny we didn't see him! He certainly managed
to capture the place in a very few days. Couple of points, like, I think, all US systems Muni destinations are not places but the main streets
they run along. So the 21 runs mainly on Hayes Street and the 5 along Fulton Street there's no place called that and nowhere called Fulton
Rapids. The Rapid network was introduced a few years ago, is a sort of limited stop with upgraded stops aimed at speeding up journey
times, a 5 Fulton will still take you the best part of an hour. The terminus is at Ocean Beach on the Pacific which is also the end of the 31
Balboa which gets there via, you've guessed it, Balboa Street. There are Rapid versions of others including the 14 Mission trolley line but
the Rapids are motor bus operated (they go a bit further to Daly city), the 5R are worked by trolleycoaches but the short 5 by motor buses.
The 30S is a short working of the 30 Stockton (yes Stockton Street) worked by artics, the extension to Marina being worked by 40 footers. It
is Muni's busiest trolley coach line. I say sort of limited stop as there are limited stop services with L suffixes and mainly peak hour
expresses with X suffixes. Muni's busiest line and their first, the 38 Geary operated by artic hybrids every few minutes has the lot, 38, 38R,
38L,38X and 2 different terminals but it all works. The other point is just about every U.S. bus I've seen has a cycle rack, the exception being
New York. The cyclist is responsible for loading and unloading and, of course, it is right under the driver’s nose. San Francisco has spent
huge amounts accommodating cyclists with lots of dedicated lanes yet still the wretched people ride on pavements and along with escooters, skate-boards and runners, just about the last thing a pedestrian in the U.S. is likely to be knocked over by is a car! Phil may not
have realized but the new $2.2 billion Salesforce Transit centre opened in August was shut after five weeks due to structural problems and
remains shut. A lesson in the stupidity of grandiose, legacy projects. Given your electric recharging buses, thought you may like to see
these in Louisville ( Looarville) Kentucky, birthplace of Mohammed Ali. They were known as Zerobus bus but have another name now, Lou
Lift and work a Downtown shuttle. This was 2016 and they'd been running for a few years then. Hope this is all of interest.” Roger Davies.

Left: A Zerobus on charge. Photo: Roger Davies.

“Many thanks indeed for the latest copy. Excellent photographic and
comment as usual. Good to see Tom Douce’s niece making a
contribution also. I met her at Sandtoft once a few years ago.”
Peter Blears.

“I was doing a bit of research into a charter I am driving this morning from Newlands
to Worser Bay, and noted that Google Earth is behind the times with the removal of
the trolley network - see attached. I wonder how much more of the network still
exists in this media?” David James.
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“What a great ending to 2018 with a thirty-page Under the Wires and all its varied content! The problems in the Wellington transport
network seem to be now an acceptable fact of life. The publicity machine is working overtime, transport hubs are open and double-decker
buses are charging themselves on street gantries but a depot full of trolleybuses deteriorates until someone decides what to do with them.
The pages of UTW inspire the readers to discover the world of trolleybuses; my efforts of San Francisco hopefully compliments the earlier
work of Roger Davies and Andrew Henbest visiting Milan with an Italian flavour. Not forgetting the new recruit Jade Douce admiring the
trolleybuses of Sardinia. Of course the nostalgic views balance the equation of now and then. Passing through Hong Kong in 2004 on my
way to Australia and New Zealand, there were plenty of three-axle double-decker buses and trams but no Dennis Dragon trolleybus 701. I
would like to see a photo of the model the Tom Douce mentioned. I plan to visit the Stagecoach Supertram system in Sheffield now the
"Tram-Train" has started running to Rotherham, ten years after first proposed and costing £75 million. You can't beat transport planners
for wasting money. Look at the fiasco in Newcastle when Stagecoach introduced Designline Olymbus hybrid buses from NZ on the Quay
Link service in 2005 scrapping them within five years and £8 million later.” Phil Waters.
“Thanks again for this publication. Always a good read. I await with interest the arrival of NZ Bus electrics in Tauranga, where I live. There
has been speculation that they will be the old trolleys, but the passage of time will reveal the facts. I am not sure when NZ Bus have to have
them in service but I do know it does not have to be next week – the week that their contract starts here.” Darryl Bellamy.
[It will be interesting to see what the new owners of NZ Bus will do with the trolleybuses in storage – Ed]
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Shenzhen's silent revolution: world's first fully electric bus fleet quietens Chinese megacity
You have to keep your eyes peeled for the bus at the station in Shenzhen’s Futian central business district these days. The diesel
behemoths that once signalled their arrival with a piercing hiss, a rattle of engine and a plume of fumes are no more, replaced with the
world’s first and largest 100% electric bus fleet. Shenzhen now has 16,000 electric buses in total and is noticeably quieter for it. “We find
that the buses are so quiet that people might not hear them coming,” says Joseph Ma, deputy general manager at Shenzhen Bus Group,
the largest of the three main bus companies in the city. “In fact, we’ve received requests to add some artificial noise to the buses so that
people can hear them. We’re considering it.” The benefits from the switch from diesel buses to electric are not confined to less noise
pollution: this fast-growing megacity of 12 million – which was a fishing village until designated China’s first “special economic zone” in the
1980s – is also expected to achieve an estimated reduction in CO2 emissions of 48% and cuts in pollutants such as nitrogen oxides, nonmethane hydrocarbons and particulate matter. Shenzhen Bus Group estimates it has been able to conserve 160,000 tonnes of coal per
year and reduce annual CO2 emissions by 440,000 tonnes. Its fuel bill has halved. Shenzhen was a fishing town of 30,000 people in the late
1970s. “With diesel buses I can remember standing at the bus stop and the heat, noise and emissions they generated made it unbearable
in the summer,” says Ma. “The electric buses have made a tremendous difference.” China’s drive to reduce the choking smog that
envelops many of its major cities has propelled a huge investment in electric transport. Although it remains expensive for cities to
introduce electric buses – one bus costs around 1.8 million yuan (£208,000) – Shenzhen was able to go all-electric thanks to generous
subsidies from both central and local government. Typically, more than half of the cost of the bus is subsidised by government,” says Ma.
“In terms of operation there is another subsidy: if we run our buses for a distance of more than 60,000km we receive just under 500,000
yuan [£58,000] from local government.” This subsidy is put towards reducing the cost of the bus fares: “The government looks at the
public transport very much as social welfare.” To keep Shenzhen’s electric vehicle fleet running, the city has built around 40,000 charging
piles. Shenzhen Bus Company has 180 depots with their own charging facilities installed. One of its major depots in Futian can
accommodate around 20 buses at the same time. “Most of the buses we charge overnight for two hours and then they can run their entire
service, as the range of the bus is 200km per charge,” says Ma. Availability of charging stations is a major factor in why it is it difficult for
other cities around the world to switch to all-electric bus fleets, but China being a one-party state hasn’t necessarily made it any easier in
Shenzhen. “We have some of our own depots, but we also have to rent some from the municipal government, as well as from the private
sector,” says Ma. “Aside from the subsidies in terms of purchasing the buses, we are very much left to ourselves to how we look for
resources for our charging infrastructure.” More than 30 Chinese cities have made plans to achieve 100% electrified public transit by 2020,
including Guangzhou, Zhuhai, Dongguan, Foshan and Zhongshan in the Pearl River Delta; and Nanjing, Hangzhou, Shaanxi and Shandong.
But with central government planning to withdraw subsidies by 2020, introducing electric buses elsewhere could be too expensive. There
is also geography to consider. Shenzhen is fairly flat, but the hills of nearby Hong Kong have proven too much in trials of electric buses.
Other cities in northern China have struggled with battery power in the extreme cold of winter.
Source: The Guardian. Thanks to Jeff Wien sending this contribution. As Jeff commented... “This article should be sent to members of the
GWRC as required reading”. Wellington once had sixty electric vehicles (trolleybuses). It now has just eleven (ten battery-powered doubledeckers plus 361) and for much of each day they are too often not even earning their keep.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Readers interested in what the rest of the world is
achieving in progressive public transport, are invited to
have a look at Metro Report International
https://www.metro-report.com/

The city of Salzburg announced on November 26 that
Swiss manufacturer Hess had been formally awarded a
€15·3m contract to supply 15 articulated trolleybuses.
Of the 15 vehicles, 11 will be equipped with batteries
to permit off-wire operation. These will be charged while the vehicles are operating from overhead
power. Deliveries are scheduled to begin in autumn of 2019, ready for the opening of an extension of
Route 5 to Grödig.
Extract and photograph: Metro Report International 29 November 2018.
(Thanks to Ronald Mayes).

Here’s a link to Wayne Duncan’s short potted history of the last years of Wellington’s trolleybuses.
https://www.flickr.com/photos/51227209@N03/38705189392/in/photostream/
(Thanks to Tom Dowling).

⓱

EUROPEAN INTERLUDE
During December, Carole and I enjoyed a winter holiday in Europe, taking in a river cruise from Amsterdam to Budapest. Prior to leaving
New Zealand there was considerable uncertainty as to whether the cruise would be able to proceed without disruption due to low water
levels in the Danube. Many cruises in the late European autumn had to be rearranged with new itineraries and accommodation as the
river boats simply could not get through. Fortunately there had been some improvement in the river depth just prior to our arrival in
Amsterdam and our vessel, the Amavenita was one of the first to navigate the complete journey without interruption. During the course
of our travels I knew we would have some free time in cities that operated vehicles “under the wires” so when the opportunity arose I
made the most of it. Our holiday actually began in Singapore, a
city that has an amazing public transport system both above and
below ground. Singapore has four bus operators; SBS Transit,
SMRT Buses, Tower Transit Singapore and Go-Ahead Singapore.
Since our last visit in 2012 I was interested to see that many of
the SG Bus operated vehicles (Tower Transit) were wearing a
“Vomitron” livery similar to Metlink’s but, in my opinion, much
more stylish and without the obligatory yellow fronts that the
GWRC insists on.
Left: Jurong is a suburb in the west of Singapore which amongst
other attractions has an amazing bird park nearby. Potential
visitors are advised to use the Metro rather than a bus. We
sampled one of these Volvo double-deckers from Orchard Road
to Jurong which took nearly ninety minutes – a train ride takes
half the time! However, as much of the metro journey is
underground it was interesting to see a different side to the
island country. Note the absence of an external fleet number.
Singapore uses the registration plates to identify its buses, in this
case SBS 3425P – a Volvo B9TL (Wright Eclipse Gemini 2).
From Singapore we flew to Amsterdam where again we had a couple of days at leisure before the cruise began. European readers will be
familiar with this city’s extensive tram system. Amsterdam residents also enjoy a metro and bus service. According to Wikipedia
Amsterdam operates a fleet of two hundred trams working on fourteen routes amounting to a length of 80km. The system is the
responsibility of Gemeentetram Verboerbedrijf (GVB). The 200 trams run on standard gauge (4ft 8½”). The current fleet consists of two
main types; 45 examples built by BN in 1990/91 and numbered 817-841 and 901-920 and 155 Siemens Combino trams built between
2002-4 and numbered 2001-2151 and 2201-2204.
Right: The oldest vehicle I saw during our two-day stay was 821 working a Route
19 from Diemen in the south west to Sloterdijk Station in the north east on 8
December 2018. It is seen departing the Liedseplein interchange.

Left: The second series of BN-built trams consists of twenty
vehicles. Here is 910 on the same day in Hobbemastraat on a
Route 5 duty from Amstelveen Stadshart to Van Halstraat, very
much a south-north route.

Right: Unlike Wellington with its small number of festive flags and a
couple of Christmas trees, European cities take Christmas seriously
when it comes to decorations. This is a view along Damrak on the night
of 7 December with 918 on a Route 24 working from Vu Medisch
Centrum in the south of the city to the Central Railway Station.
Amsterdam is a city of countless bicycles. Parking is extremely limited
and expensive in the city centre so cycling is a popular means of
transportation. Note there is no facility for carrying bikes on trams.
Public transport is relatively inexpensive so trains, trams and buses are
very popular. A one day ticket (€7.50) (NZ$12.75) is good value and
much cheaper than Wellington’s one day Metlink Explorer at up to
NZ$25.00 (€14.70).

⓲

Left: Trams continually roll in and out of the central
station terminus. There is a similar arrival/departure
point to the right of this view. Four Siemens Combino
trams await departure on Routes 17, 13, 12 and 2. They
are numbered 2005, 2050 and 2116 with the final one
not identifiable. The grand station building was
constructed between 1881 and 1889.

Right: Some parts of the tram routes in the city are very narrow and rely on
loops for vehicles to pass. This view is of two Siemens Combinos in
Leidsestraat. 2138 (left) waits for 2123 to clear the section before proceeding
towards Amstelstation. Leidsestraat as can be seen in predominantly a
pedestrian area. During their course along the street the trams pass over
several of Amsterdam’s canals.

Left: Just across the road from our accommodation there
were trams travelling in all directions through the Leidsplein
interchange and here is 2109 on 8 December working a
Route 2 the Central Station. The majority of the trams I
observed were in the standard blue and white GVB livery, so
it was interesting to see an occasional vinyled example.

Right: On 7 December, 2100 decked out in an appropriate “Christmassy”
wrap heads a 12 to Amstelstation in the south west of the city centre. It is
passing over one of several canal bridges in Leidsestraat.

Left: As can be seen from these pictures our stay in Amsterdam
was mainly overcast and damp. However, wet weather can
work in the photographer’s favour giving interesting lighting
scenarios. On the night of 7 December I captured 2086 with
very few passengers aboard travelling along Leidsestraat. The
vinyl wrap was appropriate for the time of year endeavouring
to entice skiers.

⓳

Departing Amsterdam our ship travelled upstream on the
Rhine where the first port of call (briefly) was Cologne. This
city is home to more trams (380) than buses, but
unfortunately our paths didn’t cross on this occasion.
Following our walking tour of the city centre we boarded
our coach for onward travel to Bonn where we rejoined the
Amavenita. Had we stayed a while in Bonn I may have been
able to hunt down some of the city’s twenty-four trams but
alas this was not to be. However, by 13 December our ship
had reached Würzburg. Here Würzburg Tramways carries
around 20 million passengers annually on its forty-one
trams on five routes that cover 20km. With several hours
free time there was an opportunity to get the camera out...
Left: Examples of the two main tram types that operate in
Würzburg; 201 a Linke-Hofmann-Busch GT-E low-floor in the
centre section only, built in 1988. These have a tapered
front end that makes them appear to be narrower at first
glance than the GT-Ns, even though they’re the same width
(2.4 m) and 265 Linke-Hofmann-Busch GT-N low-floor, built in 1996. These have a “boxy” appearance. Despite the GT-N trams being
relatively modern, the entire Würzburg fleet is up for replacement by the mid 2020s. The oldest stock, DueWag GT-8 date from 1968-75
and none were seen during my short expedition into the city.
Right: All of the trams I observed on 13 December had advertising
applied. Würzburg’s trams operate on metre gauge. In places they
share the streets with other traffic. GT-N 262 is crossing the River
Rhine on Ludwigsbrucke and is on a Route 3 duty to Heuchelhof.

Left: Thirty year-old GT-E 211 on Route 5 runs along Sandering
towards the city centre.

Right: Currently the highest numbered tram operating in the city,
269, works a mid-afternoon Route 1 run to Sanderau and was
recorded running along Sanderstrasse.

Left: As can be seen, the older GT-E members of the fleet consist of
just three sections, whilst the newer GT-N models, as with 259 seen
in this view, have five segments. From Würzburg it was a five day
famine until Amavenita docked in Passau and a chartered train took
us into Austria for an outing to the city of Salzburg – famous as the
home of Mozart... and trolleybuses.

⓴

Salzburg has eleven trolleybus routes operated by 110 vehicles built
between 1994 and 2017. These consist of 15 Gräf & Stift/MAN, 30 Van
Hool and 65 Solaris models. Total route length is 146km.

Left: Gräf & Stift/MAN 250 in Gries gasse on a Route 10 working.
Having free time to explore the old city centre it was just a few steps
to remove myself from the teeming tourists to see how Salzburg
residents get around their city. Snow overnight certainly added to the
interest. 250 is the highest number in the dwindling G & S fleet and
this view shows it in its Salzburg AG livery.

Right: 247 in Makartplatz working to Parsch on Route 6 on 17
December 2018.

Below: 271 is an example of the thirty Van Hool trolleybuses
operating in Salzburg. It is pictured crossing Staatsbrucke over the
River Salzach on a Route 1. Although my time to photograph the
trolleys was very limited quite a few I saw wore advertising.

Right: The most modern vehicles in Salzburg are the Solaris buses. There are two
variants, the Trollino and the Trollino Metrostyle. This view of 317 is an example
of the former, built in 2007, and is seen in Mullner Haupstrasse following what
was once the form of transport for the well-to-do but now used to show tourists the sights of the city. The keen-eyed reader will have
noticed that the trolley is running with its poles down for some unknown reason.
Below: 368 represents the Solaris/Cegelec fleet. On 17 December, 368 had just turned off the Staatsbrucke and was on its way to Liefering.
This is one of the latest additions to Salzburg’s trolleybus fleet which has now reached to #371. The stylish red and white paintwork was
somewhat spoilt by the slushy conditions that day. Unlike Wellington, Salzburg authorities see a future for their trolleybus network.

❷❶

Vienna has the fifth largest tram network in the world, at about 176.9
kilometres (109.9 mi) in total length and with 1,071 stations. On the day of
our visit to the city the temperature was zero and with a bitterly cold wind
blowing must have lowered the temperature a few more degrees. Such was
the cold that the battery in my camera “gave up the ghost” and gave a
“battery exhausted” reading though it clearly wasn’t as once back into a
warmer environment it showed full capacity.
Right: Despite the sun shining on 19 December it was extremely cold and
finger numbness soon set in as I grabbed a few shots of passing trams working
on the Vienna ring road. Siemens, type ULF B 612 is an example of one of the
newer vehicles in service. Needless to say I was the only person in the coach
party that was concerned with such “oddities”, the others being more content
to trudge around the adjacent Christmas market in the slush.

Left: Another Route 1, this time worked by one of the
older types, E2 class 4004, built by SGP/Bombardier in
1978. These trams often work with a trailer attached as
seen in this view below with 4032 towing trailer 1432.
Vienna trams operate on standard gauge.

Budapest is home to one of the world’s largest tram networks with thirty-six routes covering approximately 150km. The standard gauge
system is operated by Budapesti Közlekedési Zrt. ("Budapest Transit LLC.") under the supervision of the municipal Budapesti Közlekedési
Központ ("Budapest Transit Center"). The current fleet of over 600 has vehicles that date from 1967 to the latest CAF models new in 2016.
Having just a few hours in the capital of Hungary I was only able to “scratch the surface” and then only in the vicinity of where the
Amavenita was docked on the Danube.

Left: 1318 is one of the oldest Budapest trams in operation, built
by Ganz in 1967/8. On a grey and gloomy 21 December, it is seen
on Route 49 about to cross the Danube on the Liberty Bridge.
Budapest is divided by the Danube – Buda on the western bank
and Pest on the eastern side. In a minute or two 1318 will be in
Buda.

Right: It may seem hard to believe but 1325, also a Ganz product, was
built in 1995. On this part of Route 2 it runs adjacent to the Danube and
is not far from the Liberty Bridge, which it runs underneath.

❷❷

Left: On the Buda side of the river, is a CKD
Tatra T5C5 model tram, one of 162 in
operation and built between 1978 and 1984.

Right: The most modern vehicles on Budapest’s network are
these CAF Urbos 3 sets. 2211 stops under the Elizabeth Bridge
working a Route 19 to Kelenfold Vasutallomas.

There are fifteen trolleybus routes in Budapest – all run in the
Pest side of the city. In my very brief visit I managed to see
just one of these in operation, Route 83 worked by older
Ikarus and new Solaris-Skoda vehicles which arrived in the city
in 2015.

Left and below: With recent snowfall, the slush around the
city has not helped with the appearance of Solaris-Skoda
9015. It is working on a one-way section of Route 83 and was
photographed near Liberty Bridge.

Left: Ikarus trolleybus 255, built in 1989, and Ganz tram 1363
run side by side near the Liberty Bridge. 255 is pulling away
from the Central Market Hall. With Ikarus no longer in
business, the life of these older trolleybuses, now averaging
30 years, remains uncertain. Neither trams or trolleybuses
carry registration plates.

INSIDE KILBIRNIE – 4 JANUARY 2019

Fifteen months after the last trolleybus ran and the overhead was turned off for ever, little has changed at Kilbirnie depot with regard to
the fleet. Other than moving a few around into new positions and packing them in tightly to conserve depot space there is little to report.
332, 387 and 350 sit just inside an entrance, warmed by the summer sunshine, and like their colleagues await a decision as to their future.

The remainder of the fleet huddle together at the south end of the depot close to a nearby
exit and no doubt similarly awaiting a saviour. With the sale of NZ Bus by Infratil to
Australian company Next Capital awaiting approval by the Overseas Investment Office it
remains to be seen if the new company has a taste for these inoperable buses that need
plenty of capital to make them run again. 361 and 362 have been the only escapees. 361
became a success story having been converted to battery operation and 362 became the
prototype for the infamous $43m Wrightspeed contract signed with NZ Bus in April 2016.
Nearest the camera on 4 January 2019 are 367, 352 and 376. 301-3 were donated to The
Omnibus Society.
During my authorised visit the only sound that could be heard in the “cathedral” (or should
that be “morgue”) of trolleybuses was the occasional ‘cheep’ of birds who also make
Kilbirnie depot their home. As can be seen (and has been illustrated before) the pigeons
have no respect for their depot companions and the amount of excrement on some of the
buses continues to grow as the months pass.

❷❸

❷❹

PORTRAIT OF A VOLVO

Almost ten years to the day, Volvo 261 not only nears the end of its run from Newtown Park but also the end of its working life. This photograph was taken in
mid Lambton Quay on 21 January 2009. The bus probably had years of life left in it but the Designline replacements were arriving on the scene. Five months
later, 261’s “innards” had been removed for re-use and its body was lying in a local scrap yard. By November 2009 the reign of the Volvos was over.

❷❺

TUNNEL VISION AT KARORI

Left: Trams were a feature of Wellington’s
public transport system from 1878 but they
didn’t reach the western suburb of Karori until
1907. The short tunnel that enabled much
easier access to locals was opened in 1900.
Trams ran until 1954 when they were
superseded by trolleybuses. As has been well
documented in these pages, these ran until
2017 giving Karori residents electric traction
for 110 years. If or when electric battery buses
will ever connect the suburb remains to be
seen but one major obstacle remains – the
tunnel. It is not big enough to cater for double
deckers. If NZ Bus ever converts the fifty-five
remaining trolleys to a similar power source as
they have done to 361 perhaps we may see
the Designlines once again popping in and out
of the tunnel. On 12 February 2004, 242 is
emerging from the western end of the tunnel
en route to Lyall Bay.

Right: 245 is captured about half way through the tunnel as it heads
toward Karori Park on 22 December 2008. The first two Designlines in the
new fleet, 331 and 332 had travelled this way two days earlier on their
way to the nearby Karori Sanctuary as part of the official “launch” of the
new buses. Their poles were dropped before travelling through the
tunnel and they travelled on battery power to the Sanctuary entrance.

Above: Seen at the eastern end of the tunnel, 258 heads in the direction
of Karori Park on 9 June 2009. By this date just four Volvos remained in
service, 227, 233, 258 and 268 and these worked until the last day of
operation on 16 November that year.
In 2012 the tunnel portals were earthquake strengthened. During this
time trolleybus operation was suspended and all services were dieselised.
Right: By 8 February 2013, the overhead was “singing” again as trolleybus
use resumed. 374 bursts out into the sunshine at the western end with a
Karori Park service. Compare this view to the one above left.

❷❻

Left: 301 emerging from the tunnel on
a damp 10 August 2017. The bus was
taking part (together with 332) in the
The Omnibus Society’s Farewell to
Trolleybuses charter tour of the
network. The author’s head can be
seen alongside the driver filming the
photographer! On reaching Karori
Park the tour returned and passed
through the tunnel one last time. This
also turned out to be 301’s final duty
and it was retired on its return to
Kilbirnie later that day. Early in 2018
301 was disposed of by NZ Bus and is
now in the care of The Omnibus
Society. Photo: Graeme Inwood.

Right: The very last trolleybus ran through Karori tunnel
around midnight on 31 October 2017 as it headed home
to Kilbirnie depot. 384 performed that duty and it also
had the honour of working this final service. Two months
earlier on 21 August, 373 was recorded entering the
tunnel on the city side. Unbeknown to me that the time,
this would be the last occasion that I photographed
trolleys at this location.

Left: In early May 2018, the last remnants of
overhead were finally removed from inside the
tunnel. This view taken on 9 May gives no
indication that trolleybuses ever came this way.
However, a walk through by the sharp-eyed will
reveal a few anchors still attached to the ceiling.

❷❼

BATTLING THE SNOW IN SALZBURG
While Australasia currently basks in baking temperatures, parts of Europe received some heavy dumps of snow in early January 2019.
Having recently visited the Austrian city of Salzburg a month early and having experienced a small fall of snow I was interested in these
photographs sent by Gunter Mackinger, who wrote “trolleybuses perform well in snow and ice. If there are problems they are caused by
car drivers who are not used to driving their cars through heavy snow – but trolleybus drivers are!“

Above left: Gräf and Stift/Kiepe trolleybus 241 on line 8 turning into Neutorstraße on 2 January 2019.
Above right: On the same day Gräf and Stift/Kiepe trolleybus 245 is on line 8 at Reichenhallerstraße.

Left: VanHool/Kiepe trolleybus 271 on line 6 working from
Parsch and heading towards the city through heavy snow
in Gaisbergstraße on 10 January 2019.

Right: Solaris/Cegelec trolleybus 324 on line 1 at H.v. Karajan Platz
on 2 January 2019.

Thanks to Gunter for braving the freezing conditions and for
sharing these photographs.

❷❽

Further news from Salzburg. With Solaris/Cegelec trolleybus 371, the up-to-now biggest trolleybus order in Salzburg`s history ended with
seventy Solaris/Cegelec trolleybuses delivered between 2009 and 2018. Seventy new articulated trolleybuses in 10 years is a big step
forward for the future of the system. The newest, 371 built in 2018, is seen on line 1 passing 325 on line 8 at Salzburg Arena terminus.
16.11.2018. Photo: Gunter Mackinger.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

SWITCH 470 REMEMBERED
Continuing the series on special work that used to grace the
overhead in Wellington – this month Switch 470 that used
to give access to Kilbirnie depot from Onepu Road.

Switch 470 allowed trolleybuses travelling southbound on Onepu Road entry to the depot. Most trolleybuses used this
entrance, although there was also another access point in Ross Street at the back of the depot but this was mainly used by
vehicles using the wash bay. The depot exit overhead can be seen a few metres south.

❷❾

Left: Trolleybus operators had to be aware
of four pieces of special work in
succession as they travelled south past the
depot. Nearest the camera is the crossing
used by trolleybuses exiting the bus barn.
There was then trailing switch 587 from
the same barn that trolleys used if starting
a duty at Lyall Bay (which 341 is about to
pass through), then switch 470 was
approached and then finally crossing 670
which exiting buses passed through before
joining the northbound wires on Onepu
Road. 341 was on a Route 3 duty to Lyall
Bay on 9 June 2016.

Right: On 30 August 2016 the driver of 302 is about to turn into
Kilbirnie depot and checks his rear vision mirror to watch that the bus
poles correctly negotiate switch 470.

Left: Two Designlines head for Lyall Bay. 380 has just passed
through switch 470 and approaches crossing 670. Following close
behind is 370 whose driver will be slowing for the switch just
ahead. 15 March 2017.

Right: With just over a couple of weeks left of trolleybus operation
remaining, 359 was photographed approaching switch 470 as it headed
south on Onepu Road past Kilbirnie depot on its way to Lyall Bay on 9
October 2017.
Below: A panoramic view of the depot frontage in Onepu Road and the
series of special work described.

The only trolleybus overhead left in
Wellington remains inside Kilbirnie
depot. Thankfully a few relics remain,
including that of switch plate 470, to
remind us of our transport heritage.
My thanks to Wellington Cable Car
Ltd for the donation of this and other
special work plates.

❸⓿
470

North

South

ROSS STREET
Diagram showing entry and exit points at Kilbirnie depot. Switch 470 enabled entry from Onepu Road. The entrance at the rear of the
depot in Ross Street shows the one time access to the bus wash. Exiting trolleybuses were able to turn left or right into Onepu Road from
the front of Barn 1. The exit at the rear of the depot from the workshop only led back into the bus wash area. The main depot exit for
trolleybuses was at the southbound end of the complex into Onepu Road. The ❺ symbol indicates the depot speed limit.

Left: On 15 February 2017, 301 was
recorded turning out of the main exit of
Kilbirnie depot into Onepu Road to join
the route from Lyall Bay towards the
city. Its poles are about to pass through
special work crossing 670.

Right: 357 is pictured approaching switch 470 on 9 October 2017 just
before entering the depot. Ex-Auckland Scanias are parked outside on
the left. A number of these were transferred to Wellington as
replacements to fill the approaching gap that would occur in the
number of buses at the end of that month when the trolleybus system
closed down.

❸❶

RELICS SAVED!
Left: The sign that was once attached to a small wooden
structure found near the main exit from the trolleybus
barn. Fortunately this piece of Wellington transport
history has been saved and is now in the care of The
Omnibus Society.
Photo: Henry Brittain.

Right: On 1 November 2017, just hours after the very last earth testing had
been performed on a trolleybus prior to leaving the depot, 376 poses
alongside the small wooden shed having not long performed its last duties
under the wires.

Left: Trolley Depoling signs were used in several places in the city during the restoration
of Manners Street throughout as a bus thoroughfare. At places where these signs were
erected trolleybus drivers would pull up and a team of “depolers” would spring into
action; cones would be put at the rear of the bus and the poles were quickly dropped
prior to the bus continuing on battery power. Similarly there were repoling signs where
the opposite course of action was taken. When the wires had been removed from Dixon
and Victoria Streets, trolleybuses stopped in Courtenay Place
outside the St James Theatre when the poles would be dropped
and the bus would then continue on battery power until reaching
the northern end of Willis Street where the “repolers” would
spring into action. Another depoling spot was at the bottom of
Taranaki Street when services were travelling via Wakefield Street.
Trolleybuses on Routes 10 and 11 had to be depoled there so they
could travel on battery power across the main intersection ahead
(Courtenay Place/Manners/Dixon Streets) and then be repoled at
the first bus stop ahead in Taranaki Street.
Right: A Depoling sign in Taranaki Street on 27 September 2010.

Left: The “depolers” at work at the bottom of Taranaki Street on 27 September 2010 and
stowing the poles of either a route 10 or 11 service that will proceed straight across the
intersection ahead. Route 1 and 3 services were unaffected as there was a switch that enabled
trolleybuses to turn left into Courtenay Place. The “depolers” and “repolers” were temporary
staff employed solely for this purpose. A redundant Depoling sign was donated to me courtesy
of Wellington Cable Car Ltd.

❸❷

VISITING THE ZOO IN 2019
Left: This recent Metlink poster at the bus Interchange caught my
attention. Wellington Zoo is a popular destination for locals and
visitors alike. The July 2018 bus “improvements” removed the
once direct public transport access and the suggested alternatives
are seen here. Incidentally, Route 23 operates approx half-hourly.

Above: Many readers will recall that on arriving at the Railway
Station Interchange you could once jump aboard one of the halfhourly Route 10 services that took you straight to Newtown Park
where the entrance to the Zoo was close by. Admittedly the 10
only operated Monday to Friday but there was also an additional
hourly Route 23 which could be picked up in Lambton Quay North
End. At weekends this route travelled via the Railway Station on
its way to Houghton Bay with a 30 minute frequency. Having
received numerous complaints the GWRC state that “a series of
customer-initiated service improvements are being introduced on
3 February, including: the 23z, a trial service that will run from
Wellington Station to Wellington Zoo every hour.” So much for progress in 2018/19! On 8 November 2016, 357 is pictured leaving the
Interchange for Newtown Park. The large side advertisement is for Dulux paint.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Left: Newlands have
recently purchased six
Alexander
Dennis
Enviro500 MMC doubledeckers, numbered 7600
to 7605. The Chinese
assembled buses began
service between the
northern
Wellington
suburbs and the city
centre on 27 January. On
21 January 2019, 7601
was being used for driver
instruction and was
photographed in Kent
Terrace laying over while
the crew enjoyed a short
break. The buses are
part of Mana Coach
Services - Wellington InMotion Group.

❸❸

ADVERTISING ON BUSES
Advertising has become part (or the plague) of our lives. It is all around us; on billboards, in newspapers, on radio and television,
throughout the internet and of course on buses – to name just a few placesd. For bus companies it is an extra source of income just by
making their vehicles a moving billboard. Advertisements bombard us from every quarter. Buses have carried advertisements from their
earliest days and Wellington is no different to most other cities in having ads on its bus fleet. I was proved to be sorely wrong when I
thought that with Metlink’s edict that all buses would be painted in its corporate colours we would see the end of advertising. Within
weeks of the new contracts beginning last July the ads began appearing on the rear of buses and now larger side ads have started to
appear on some of Tranzurban’s double-deckers. Airport Flyer buses operated by NZ Bus resolutely stayed ad-free (apart from their rears)
for many years but now the company has accepted side advertising on its Scania 2500s working on the commercially operated Route 91 to
and from the Airport. The almighty dollar always has the last say. The following photographs were taken on 22 January 2019.

Left: Tranzurban 3505 makes its way through Manners Street and is passing
Cuba Mall on its way to Grenada Village in the northern Wellington suburbs.
On its side is an advertisement for Keri Fruit Blast drink. The ad covers the
stairwell area of the bus.

Right: 3510 has stopped in Lambton Quay outside David Jones
department store while en route to Island Bay. The advertiser
this time is Resene Paints. The Metlink message higher and
central has no reference to paint, but rather to coffee.

Left: Airport Flyer 2505 was photographed in Lambton Quay showing off its
near-side message for L & P soft drink which the ad goes on to say “tastes a
bit like lemony flying hedgehogs.” Really? Sounds delicious!

Right: I never thought I’d see a Stanley extendable tape measure
advertised on a bus, but here it is on 2508, seen crossing Taranaki
Street on its way to Queensgate shopping centre in Lower Hutt.
Strangely, these buses were fitted with only one door which makes
boarding and exiting much slower.

Left: “Only NZ free range eggs create (seriously) good mayonnaise”
runs the ad on the off-side of 2511 as it waits to turn left into
Manners Street. Heinz must think it’s worth the money as does
Thrifty car hire who have paid for the space on the back of the bus.
Like them or loathe them, advertisements are here to stay.

❸❹

Left: This diagram shows the
arrangements for buses
laying
over
at
the
Interchange following the
withdrawal of trolleybuses.
Prior to November 2017 the
area marked was the sole
domain of NZ Bus Go
Wellington buses with the
trolleys resting between
duties in “roads” one to five.
With the awarding of many
routes to Tranzit the area is
now shared equally between
the two companies.

Right and below: The arrangements at the
Intersection, post trolleybus era, showing stops and
route numbers.

Below: Roads one to five are occupied mainly by trolleybuses on 27
October 2017, just four days before “the end” came on the 31st. Nearest
to the camera are 373, 346 and 339 and all three continued to run until
the last day. The Interchange overhead was dismantled and removed in
early January 2018.

THEN AND NOW IN MANNERS STREET

Manners Street has enjoyed the hum of trolleybuses for many years. From late November 2010 the street reopened throughout as a bus
thoroughfare and from then until 31 October 2017 it would be a Mecca for trolleybus enthusiasts as all services came this way. Top: On 15
March 2017, 301 was recorded on an outbound duty to Kingston and is about to turn right into Victoria Street. Bottom: The new order is
depicted with Tranzurban 3425 at the same spot working a Route 1 to Island Bay on 22 January 2019. With the awarding of the new bus
contracts NZ Bus (Go Wellington) lost both routes 1 and 7 to Tranzit. The bus behind is part of the NZ Bus fleet and is still working in the
old colour scheme. The overhead was removed from this area in January 2018. Almost two years later the building on the left is still for
lease!

❸❺

❸❻

SALZBURG UPDATE
Left: While Wellingtonians quietly let their trolleybuses disappear
forever, in Salzburg, after enormous protests, trolleybuses are back
on line 9. While there was always a trolleybus service on Sundays,
from 12 January trolleybuses returned on Saturdays and from 21
January all services will be worked by trolleybuses again. Plans to
turn lines 12 or 14 into motorbus service have been cancelled.
Pictured is Gräf & Stift trolleybus 229 – one of the early low floor
trolleybuses in the world. Following a general overhaul it has now
lost its blackbirds livery. It will return to serve in its original colour of
cream and red.

Right: Four Solaris Metro Syle trolleybuses were decorated as a large
christmas parcel during the Christmas period – here 346 is seen on
line 1 at its terminus, Arena.

Left: Many long-term road repairs towards the end of 2018
resulted in detours of trolleybus lines such as with line 2 at Gnigl
during rebuilding of Schwabenwirtsbrücke and with line 1 and 10
at Riedenburg running outwards via Reichenhallerstraße. Here is
321 on line 1 and turning on to its original route at Neutorstraße
coming along line 8.

Photos and captions: Gunter MacKinger.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

FINALLY, SOME PROGRESS ON ELECTRIC BUS CHARGING
Brent Efford reports... While driving past Reef Street in Island Bay on 24 January I saw this
solution to the problems with the original battery bus charging design being tested. There
were four technicians, working on 3704 with instruments and laptops. The bus contact is
raised by compressed air. The redesign certainly avoids the over-height problems and the
damage from low branches and wires. However, it does require very precise lateral placing
of the bus under the overhead trough (which has been lowered – see picture next page).
How that is achieved wasn’t immediately obvious. The bus is located some distance from
the kerb when charging, but presumably that can be fixed. And, of course, it is still
proprietary to Tranzit and can’t be applied to single-deckers, and is inevitably static,
requiring long layovers. At least this shows that the battery electric bus (BEB) issues are
being worked on, and that the bus company hasn’t given up on the electrics.
As another reader wittily remarked: “This is apparently a prototype, and production
versions will look rather less like an ironing board on the back of a campervan. With this
now (finally!) in the process of being commissioned, it is understood that electric doubledeckers are planned to start all-day running from the introduction of a new Route 1
timetable from 3 February.”
A video showing the charger in operation can be seen at:
https://www.facebook.com/Vote1ForDaranPonter/videos/305593490150785/

❸❼

On his Facebook page, GWRC Councillor Ponter recently wrote: “Many of you will be aware of Wellington's new fleet of ten double decker
electric buses - the first such buses in the Southern Hemisphere .... designed and built in New Zealand. These buses are a trial fleet - this
means that they are being evaluated and tweaked, to pave the way for a further order of double decker electrics. A charging station has
been operational at Reef St for some months. However, its use has been limited by the need to redesign the pick-up from the charger. The
new pick-up, designed and built in Wellington, will be mounted on the back of the double deckers. This replaces the need for a pantograph
pick-up on the roof - which was in danger of being taken out by trees and overhead lines. As the new pick-ups are fitted the buses will move
to full-day operation - first to last bus, seven days a week. The fast charger takes 4-8 minutes to charge a bus to 98% battery charge....so
not for use with your cellphones! I have started pushing for the next tranches of double decker electrics (22 more in total) to be brought
forward. Negotiations are continuing with NZ Bus on the conversion of the trolley buses.”

Left: The original roof top charging contact as fitted to 3700 and seen attached to
the charging mast in Reef Street on 2 November 2018. The fitting is understood to
have come in contract with overhead wires and foliage, requiring a complete
redesign.

Right and below: What a difference 24 hours can make. On
25 January, 3704 was back at Reef Street but this time with
a cover over much of the wiring and equipment. The pickup takes approximately two seconds to travel up to the
hood. Brent Efford’s photo on the previous page is now
probably unique.

Right: The hood is less than a metre long. The
top portion of the bus pick-up engages with
the two strips inside the hood. Positioning the
bus correctly for charging will be important.
While I was taking these photographs marks
were spray-painted on the road to show
drivers where the front and back wheels need
to be placed. Note the kiwi on the rear panel –
this bus was constructed at Kiwi Bus Builders
in Tauranga. The chassis is a Chinese CRRC
C12RDD.

A member of the team on site told me the tests
had been a success and it now just remained to
add the same fitting to the either nine BEBs in
the fleet, including 3700 seen above.

Left: Rear end views of two
Tranzurban
double-deckers;
single rear axle BEB 3704 and
double-axled diesel 3525. A pity
that the roof-mounted fitting
wasn’t successful as its
replacement is arguably not
aesthetically attractive.

❸❽

Left: Meanwhile, over in France... Solaris Bus & Coach is to supply 22
battery trolleybuses to Saint-Etienne, the manufacturer announced
on January 17. The €17m order includes options for two more
vehicles, and is Solaris’ first trolleybus order for the French market.
Škoda will supply the drive system for the 12m long Solaris Trollino 12
vehicles, which will be fitted with 40 kWh batteries to allow off-wire
operation. They will be equipped with air-conditioning, monitoring
and lighting mounted in the handrails. The first five vehicles are
scheduled to be delivered this year. Five more are to follow in 2020,
with the remaining 12 coming in 2021-22.
Photo and text: Metro Report 22 January 2019.
www.metro-report.com

Sorry Wellingtonians, this modern and progressive form of electric
transport is definitely not for you!

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

WHY DO BUSES COME IN THREES?

Right: Like me there are no doubt others who despair when they
see this type of situation occurring. Location: Lambton Quay North
End. Date and time: 25 January 2018, 12.46. Three Route 2 buses
travel in convoy towards Karori (‘Park’ has been dropped). On the
basis of the timetabled ten minute frequency the next arrival
should be at 13.16, but no, another 2 was shown on the RTI board
in five minutes time! Clearly something is awry. On a trip to the
city two days earlier I witnessed a number of Route 2 buses
following one another. Why is this still happening with regularity?
A chocolate fish for the reader who can
supply a photo of four same route
buses in a procession. It must be
possible these days!
Oh, the answer to the question?
I suppose it’s what we do in Wellington.

Right: Metlink published this newspaper advertisement in
The Dominion Post on 26 January. It claims that timetable
changes being introduced from 3 February are designed to
help more buses arrive on time. Let’s hope for the sake of the
travelling public these adjustments lessen the chances of the
situation seen above, and below. Incidentally, a check of the
new timetable reveals that Route 2 will still stay on a ten
minute frequency during the off-peak period – the same time
when these photographs were taken. More of the same?
We’ll see. Details: https://www.metlink.org.nz/serviceupdates/timetables-are-changing-for-a-number-of-busroutes-from-3-february/

Left: Two Route 2 buses follow one another along Courtenay Place on 23
January 2019.

❸❾

BUS HUB PROGRESS
Left: Work has begun on creating a bus “hub” on the city side of
the Karori tunnel in Glenmore Street. On 22 January 2019,
contractors were busy dismantling the bus shelter. This is the
latest and probably the last “hub” to be constructed.

Right: With only the
inbound wires remaining
in Riddiford Street on 6
March 2018, this view
shows the two outbound
bus shelters close to the
entrance of Wellington
Hospital.

THEN

Above: 364 pulls into the stop outside Wellington Hospital on 4 April 2013 while on a
service to Seatoun. Across the road, much remains the same in 2019. This part of the
inbound “hub” has some fancy signage and a longer bus stopping area. Passengers waiting
for buses still have to stand under the existing balconies of the buildings with no
additional protection.
Right: With the introduction of new routes in July 2018, two shelters were erected as a
temporary “hub” further south in Riddiford Street to accommodate the new feeder buses
that started there (23 Houghton Bay and 29 Kingston) plus the regular services through
Newtown, as seen in this view taken on 2 October 2018. Nearest to the camera is the
waiting shelter for services to Island Bay and Lyall Bay (Routes 1 and 3) and beyond is the
shelter for the local feeder buses. A Metlink “Ambussador” is stationed at the stops to
answer travellers’ questions. Some months later these structures were removed and
replaced by the new more substantial shelters either side of the staircase to form the new
permanent “hub”.
Left: What a difference a hub makes, or doesn’t as they case may
be. All this expense and effort for the sake of basically two 23 and
two 29 services an hour that depart from Stop C.
Below: Taking a few steps to the rear we arrive at Stop A from
which Routes 1 and 3 call at. (Stop A is across the road).

AND

NOW

❹⓿

TAILPIECE

258 runs down Bowen Street towards the city centre on 12 May 2009 with a service from Karori Park to Lyall Bay.
The Volvo can now be found at Ferrymead Museum in the care of the Tramway Historical Society. Who knows, it
could yet run again in 2019 following repairs.

